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Abstract
In this thesis, we explore the degradation of poly (thioether acetal) thermosets via a photoinduced
thiol-catalyzed ß-scission of acetal linkages incorporated as network crosslink junctions.
Specifically, a library of bis-allyl acetal-containing monomers derived from para-substituted
benzaldehydes was synthesized and formulated into photopolymerizable thiol-ene resins with
commercially available thiol monomers. By varying the electron donating or withdrawing nature
of the monomer substituent, we explored the impact of substituent effects on the rate of polymer
degradation. Furthermore, we compare the results to those expected from a classical Hammetttype relationship of substituent electronic effects. FTIR was employed to track the appearance of
the degradation byproducts and to establish degradation profiles of networks made with each
monomer in our library. The ability to construct and deconstruct polymer thermosets using light
as the stimulus as well the capability to tailor the rates at which these materials degrade suggests
a variety of applications, including environmentally friendly commodity plastics.

Key Words: polymer network, photodegradation, acetal, thiol-ene, Hammett, ß-scission
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Chapter I. Introduction
Thermosets are a class of polymers containing a high degree of covalent crosslinks that
impart desirable mechanical properties, high temperature resistance, and solvent stability,
making them some of the leading high-performance materials utilized in industry.1
However, the crosslinks that provide thermosets their superior properties ultimately render
them unrecyclable. Permanent removal of thermosetting polymers from the environment
is possible only by combustion or pyrolysis, leading to harmful gaseous waste.
Considering that bleak projections estimate over 12 billion tons of plastic waste discarded
into our landfills and natural environment by 2050, there is an increasing need for cleaner
methods to recycle or degrade these materials.2-3
One method for the end-of-life disposal of thermosets is the implementation of
command-deconstruct chemistries.4-5 Materials with a command-deconstruct quality
contain chemical linkages with the ability to be degraded under selective stimuli. Targeting
chemistries exhibiting photo-induced cleavage has the benefits of both spatial and temporal
control along with an unlimited form of photoenergy, natural sunlight.5 Wang and
coworkers summarized several photochemical processes including polymers that fragment
using a rearrangement mechanism at o-nitrobenzyl locations in the polymer architecture.5
Creating command-deconstruct thermosets with a hydrolytic deconstruction trigger
has previously been demonstrated in the Patton research group. By synthesizing
multifunctional acetals from benzaldehyde derivatives, homogenous poly(thioether acetal)
networks made via thiol-ene photopolymerization can be degraded (i.e. deconstructed) by
hydrolysis of the acetal linkage.6 Despite having a well-established hydrolysis mechanism,

1

new work in the Patton research group suggests that a photochemical trigger for these
materials exists when excess thiol monomer is included in the resin formulation. The
presence of excess thiol moieties in poly(thioether acetal) networks facilitates a radical
redox rearrangement of benzylidene acetals upon application of UV radiation, a process
described by Roberts and coworkers for small molecule applications.7-9 When incorporated
into polymer networks, this degradation process leads to complete network degradation via
acetal ß-scission.
Intentional manipulation of substituents on benzylidene acetals also provides a
means to tailor the degradation kinetics for these polymer networks.10-11 This coupled with
the commercial availability of a variety of multifunctional, photocurable thiols provides
strong support for the creation of degradable thermosets with highly tailorable shelf-life
and mechanical properties. The following research utilizes a vast understanding of
electronic effects and explores a relatively new understanding of acetal ß-scission to
elucidate the extent to which substituent electronic character effects the relative rate of
degradation in poly(thioether acetal) networks. This work branches from previous work in
the Patton research group related to substituent effects on hydrolysis degradation of
poly(thioether acetal) networks and builds on new research pertaining to the photo-induced
ß-scission pathway for acetal cleavage.

2

Chapter II. Literature Review
2.1 Degradable Polymer Network Design
2.1.1 Chain Growth Versus Step Growth Polymerization for Degradable Thermosets
Network architecture has a strong impact on the extent of disassembly in covalently
crosslinked networks. The mechanism of polymerization (i.e. chain-growth or step-growth)
is a key factor dictating the overall network architecture. It is well established that networks
assembled via chain-growth polymerizations are heterogenous (unequal distribution of
crosslink density). This heterogeneity is largely due to the formation of polydisperse kinetic
chain lengths, cycles, and dangling chain ends.12 While researchers have demonstrated the
possibility to incorporate cleavable linkages into the crosslinkers of these networks,
degradation still yields nondegradable linear macromolecular byproducts and fragments.1314

Step-growth polymerizations, on the other hand, are well known to form homogenous

networks. Multifunctional monomers containing functional groups that complement each
other can react stepwise to form networks of a well-defined molecular weight between
crosslink junctions. Therefore, in materials made via step-growth polymerizations, the
presence of a cleavable linkage in one of the monomers will ensure complete network
disassembly when proper stimuli to trigger degradation is present. The key differences in
network degradation characteristics of these two polymerization techniques are illustrated
in Figure 1. Kim and coworkers demonstrated the advantage of step-growth
polymerizations in their 2015 study on networks from benzaldehyde-based dialkene acetals
via photopolymerization.15 Using labile acetal crosslinkers in their network chemistries,
they compared the degradation of networks prepared via chain-growth and step-growth
3

Figure 1: (Top) Heterogenous network formed by chain-growth polymerization. (Bottom)
Homogenous network formed by step-growth polymerization.

polymerization. In acidic conditions, a methacrylate-based network (chain-growth)
hydrolyzed to form long, entangled linear polymer fragments (Figure 1, top). Conversely,
a thiol-ene network (step-growth) exhibited viscous flow attributable to complete
degradation into small molecule byproducts (Figure 1, bottom). Although limited in scope
with respect to monomer design, the work by Kim et al. not only reinforced the notion that
step-growth polymerizations yield networks with complete disassembly properties, but
also introduced the utilization of thiol-ene photochemistry and acetal linkages as a viable
method for degradable network formation.
2.1.2 Thiol-ene Photopolymers
High-performance materials continue to remain in demand for numerous
applications requiring a wide range of tunable physical and mechanical properties.
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Reducing the cost and complexity of
synthesizing

polymers

for

high-

performance applications has been a
primary industrial need. Thiol-ene
click reactions have been bolstered as a
facile chemistry with the ability to
synthesize materials with a broad
spectrum of properties since almost all
Scheme 1. The general reaction scheme and
mechanism for thiol-ene photopolymerizations.

alkenes will participate in the radical

hydrothiolation mechanism.16-17 In this process (Scheme 1), a thiol undergoes Habstraction by a radical initiator to form a reactive thiyl species, which subsequently adds
across a doubly bond in an anti-Markovnikov fashion to generate a β-thioether carboncentered radical. This carbon-centered radical then chain transfers rapidly to a free thiol to
regenerate

the

thiyl

radical

species.

Termination

occurs

through

recombination

and

coupling reactions. The molecular
weight is built uniformly to the gel
point, which is only reached at
Scheme 2. Homogenous network formation in thiol-ene
photopolymerization.

high conversion, contributing to

the nearly defect-free, homo-genous networks (Scheme 2).
The rapid and high conversions at room temperature, low shrinkage, and reduced
oxygen inhibition make thiol-ene photopolymerizations incredibly valuable. Mechanical
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and physical properties can be optimized for a variety of applications by pairing different
multifunctional alkenes and thiols. The step growth-nature of the reaction creates
homogenous networks (confirmed by the narrow glass transition) which leads to unique
material properties, such as excellent adhesion abilities and unusually high storage
moduli.17 Again, the step-growth nature of the thiol-ene process offers distinct advantages
over chain-growth networks in terms of degradability, since complete network disassembly
can be achieved by incorporating cleavable chemical linkages at each crosslink junction of
a homogenous thiol-ene network. Additionally, the modularity of step growth thiol-ene
systems makes them an ideal platform rapid modulation of network properties and
degradation behavior due to the ease of altering or substituting the thiol or alkene
monomers.
2.1.3 Incorporating Degradable Linkages in Thiol-ene Networks
While

there

commercially

exist

many

available,

multi-

functional thiols and alkenes, these
building blocks do not possess chemical
linkages which can cleave when
exposed to common environmental
stimuli.

Amato

and

co-workers

described synthetic procedures for difunctional alkene monomers containing
a degradable acetal linkage.6,
acetal

linkage

in

these

18

The

bis-allyl

Scheme 3. A difunctional alkene monomer with a
degradable subunit can be synthesized (A), then
incorporated into a thiol-ene network and completely
degraded (B and C). Adopted from Source 18.

6

benzylidene acetal monomers allow for differing modes of bond cleavage. They were able
to show complete disassembly of networks placed in 1M HCl solution. Scheme 3 outlines
the synthesis of the monomer, incorporation into a thiol-ene network, and then network
degradation by hydrolysis of the acetal linkage.18
2.2 Basis for Optimizing Kinetics of Degradable Polymer Network
2.2.1 Acetal Hydrolysis
The most common and studied
mode for the degradation of acetals is
acid-catalyzed

hydrolysis.

Cordes

outlined the mechanism by which acetal
hydrolysis occurs (Scheme 4).19 Amato et
al. tracked degradation of their thiol-ene
networks

made

with

a

bis-allyl

benzylidene acetal monomer via 1H NMR
kinetic studies as well as by kinetic

Figure 2: Top – hydrolytic degradation of
poly(thioether acetal) disc via surface erosion.
Bottom – Confirmation of surface erosion by fitting
of disc erosion to the cylindrical Hopfenberg
model, in which A0 is initial disc area and At is area
at time t.

Scheme 4. Hydrolysis mechanism of benzylidene acetals.
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optical microscopy images (Figure 2, top).18 The data from both of these experiments was
plotted against the cylindrical Hopfenberg model (Figure 2, bottom) to verify surface
erosion and thereby confirm the hydrolytic degradation mechanism of these materials.
2.2.2 Altering Hydrolysis Kinetics
Since the well-established mechanism for acetal hydrolysis contains the formation of an
intermediate with a resonance-stabilized carboxonium ion in the rate determining step,
several sources in literature show the possibility of tailoring the rate of hydrolysis simply
by altering the inductive and resonance effects with varied R-groups around the acetal.10,
19

In the case of the bis-allyl benzylidene acetals synthesized by Amato et al.,6, 18 resonance

effects caused by substituents on the benzene ring induce stabilization or destabilization of
the carboxonium ion depending on the nature of the substituent. Fife and Jao studied the
hydrolysis rates of benzylidene acetals and correlated them to the Hammett relationship.11
While this study focused primarily on small molecule cyclic and acyclic benzylidene
acetals, Liu et al.10 probed the effects of benzylidene acetals incorporated into polymer
nanogels. The study explored both the effects of adding electron-withdrawing and electrondonating groups to the benzene ring as well as the strength of electron-donating groups at
different positions on the benzene ring. These results were also correlated to the Hammett
relationship and suggest that material degradation may be optimized using different
substituents on benzylidene acetals. The variety of available para-substituted benzaldehyde
derivatives used in the synthesis of bis-allyl benzylidene acetals also supports the viability
of utilizing them in networks with tunable degradation kinetics.

8

2.2.3 Acetal ß-Scission
Literature on an established but less
utilized mode of acetal cleavage
involves a thiol-catalyzed radicalchain

redox

benzylidene

rearrangement
acetals.7-9

of
The

mechanism for degradation (Scheme
5) was adapted from work by
Fielding et al.9 and shows the way in
which thiol radicals can create a
radical intermediate on the benzylic
carbon in p-substituted benzylidene

Scheme 5. A) General photopolymerization and
photodegradation reaction scheme. B) Mechanism for
acetal ß-scission of p-substituted benzylidene acetals.
Adopted from unpublished Patton research group work.

acetals. Unpublished work by the Patton research group has demonstrated that thiol-ene
networks made from diallyl benzylidene
acetals can undergo acetal ß-scission
when stoichiometric imbalances exist in
the resin formulation. The ß-scission
degradation pathway was confirmed by a
series of small molecule NMR studies
which compared crude photodegradation
products

Figure 3: Integrated peak ratios of ester peak to
aromatic peak. Adopted from unpublished Patton
research group work.

with

expected

ß-scission

byproducts which were synthetically
9

produced. RT-FTIR studies
(Figure 3) further confirmed
that

when

resins

were

formulated with an excess of
thiol moieties, the appearance
of ester byproduct from acetal
ß-scission

was

Stoichiometric

extensive.
resins

and

resins with excess alkene

Figure 4: PETMP:PAA networks of different off-stoichiometric
ratios.

showed little to no byproduct formation. The extent of ß-scission and its influence on the
physical properties of the polymer networks was visualized and recorded using video
observation. Figure 4 shows how these thermosets, constructed using thiol-ene
photopolymerization, can exhibit complete network degradation in a matter of seconds
upon exposure to UV light.
2.2.4 Tailoring ß-Scission Degradation Rates of Benzylidene Acetals
Substituent effects have been shown to be very influential in the design and
implementation of radical chemistries.20 Literature to date lacks information pertaining to
the effect that substituents have on ß-scission of benzylidene acetals. However, since the
ß-scission of benzylidene acetals involves a radical on the benzylic carbon prior to scission,
resonance effects are likely to alter the rate of the degradation in a predictable manner
depending on the electronic nature of the substituent. Literature on the rearrangement of
acetals by ozone with a radical mechanism demonstrated that with a similar intermediate,
varying substituents followed an expected Hammett relationship.21-22
10

Chapter III. Experimental Methods
3.1 Synthetic Procedures
3.1.1 Synthesis of Allyl-OTMS

Scheme 6: Synthesis of allyloxytrimethylsilane

Allyloxytrimethylsilane was prepared as described in previous literature (Scheme
6).23 Allyl alcohol (103.2 mL, 1500 mmol, 1 equiv) and chlorotrimethylsilane (9.72 mL,
75.0 mmol, 0.05 equiv) were added to a flame dried round bottom flask and stirred for 15
minutes Hexamethyldisilazane (162.6 mL, 780 mmol, 0.52 equiv)was added to the
reaction mixture in the flask dropwise over 30 minutes using an addition funnel, forming a
white ammonium chloride precipitate. The reaction mixture was refluxed for 20 hours
following addition. The contents of the flask were filtered and then distilled at 125°C to
yield 155 g (79.3% yield) of pure allyloxytrimethylsilane.
3.1.2 Synthesis of Monomer Library

Scheme 7: General synthesis of bis-allyl benzylidene acetals

The general synthetic procedures for bis-allyl benzylidene acetals (Scheme 7) was
adopted from literature.6, 18, 24 For each reaction, the substituted benzaldehyde (10 g, 1
equiv) was added to a flame dried flask, purged with nitrogen, and cooled to 0 °C, followed
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by the subsequent airfree addition of 200 mL of dry acetonitrile and 2.6 molar equivalents
of allyloxytrimethylsilane. The reaction mixture was then stirred and sparged with
nitrogen for 15 minutes prior to the addition of 0.05 equivalents of trimethylsilyl triflate
(TMS-OTf) catalyst. The reaction was stirred and allowed to warm to room temperature
overnight. The residual acidic TMS-OTf was quenched by adding triethylamine (TEA, 0.2
equiv) and 200 mL of 1M aqueous sodium bicarbonate solution under vigorous
stirring. Upon settling, the crude product phase separated to the top of the mixture. This
resultant oil was then separated and diluted in 100 mL diethyl ether then washed with 3 x
100 mL portions of 1M bicarb, 2 x 200 mL DI H2O, and 2 x 200 mL brine. The product
was then dried over MgSO4 and concentrated via rotary evaporation. The resultant oil was
then purified via flash column chromatography (95/5 hexanes/TEA nonpolar phase, EtOAc
gradient 0% → 40%, silica gel support) and concentrated under vacuum to yield pure acetal
monomer (Table 1). Product identity and purity was verified using 1H NMR spectroscopy
(Figure 5).
Table 1. Yields for each bis-allyl acetal monomer named for their substituent.

Monomer Methoxy
Yield
68%

Methyl
49%

Benz
65%

Fluoro
81%

Chloro
58%

Bromo
79%

Cyano
83%

3.1.3 Preparation of Photocuring Resins
A stock solution containing monomer and photoinitiator was prepared by mixing
each bis-allyl acetal monomer with 10 mol% Darocur 1173 with respect to alkene
functional groups in a scintillation vial. Photocurable resins for visual degradation
experiments were prepared using each diene monomer in combination with the
commercially available thiol pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptoprionate). Resins were
prepared using the stock monomer/initiator solutions and formulated with 10% excess thiol
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Bis-allyl 4-methoxybenzylidene acetal
1H-NMR
300 MHz, CDCl3
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Bis-allyl 4-chlorobenzylidene acetal
1H-NMR
300 MHz, CDCl3
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Bis-allyl 4-cyanobenzylidene acetal
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300 MHz, CDCl3
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5
10,11

8,9

Figure 5: 1H NMR Spectra of monomer library

relative to the alkene (1 alkene equiv to 1.1 SH equiv). Due to peak convolution from the
ester-containing PETMP monomers with the benzoate ester degradation product of acetal
ß-scission, degradation of the polymer networks could not be directly observed via realtime FT-IR (RT-FTIR) spectroscopy, therefore, a series of small molecule analogues
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prepared using aliphatic monothiols were employed. A portion of each stock solution (~200
mg) was then mixed with 1-dodecanethiol (1.1 SH equiv per alkene) for RT-FTIR analysis.
3.2 Characterization
3.2.1 Establishing Operating Protocol for FT-IR Spectroscopy
Real time FT-IR studies were conducted using a Nicolet 8700 FT-IR spectrometer with a
KBr beam splitter and an MCT/A detector. The sample stage of the instrument was housed
in a nitrogen-purged environmental chamber to eliminate interference from changing
concentrations of CO2 and atmospheric H2O throughout the experiment. The sample
chamber was purged to equilibrium with house nitrogen (as indicated by a stable intensity
of the CO2 peak at 2341 cm-1) and a background spectrum was collected with a spectral
resolution of 2 cm-1. Subsequent series spectra were collected at the same resolution in
1.37 s intervals. Samples were irradiated using an Omnicure S-1000B light source using
(100W mercury lamp, λmax = 365 nm, 320-500 nm filter) at an intensity of 200 mW cm-2
with a light guide positioned into the FT-IR environmental chamber. Thiol conversion was
monitored using the change in peak area of the S-H stretch at 2550 cm-1, alkene conversion
was monitored at 1631 and 3130 cm-1, and ß scission was tracked using the appearance of
the benzoate ester carbonyl peak from 1693 – 1753 cm-1 relative to the area of the aliphatic
C-H peaks from 2815 – 3003 cm-1. While the absolute area of the aliphatic region does
change over the course of the thiol-ene reaction as a consequence of sp2 hybridized alkenes
converting to sp3 hybridized thioethers, this change is assumed to be the same from sample
to sample, since the hydrothiolation mechanism remains unchanged. A single drop of the
1-dodecanethiol resin was sandwiched between two NaCl windows and placed into the
sample chamber. A single spectrum was collected to ensure the concentration was
14

sufficiently low so as not to saturate the detector in any region. Sample concentration
between the NaCl windows was adjusted accordingly as necessary until all peaks in the
spectrum exhibited absorbance of ~1 absorbance unit (A.U.) or less. The sample chamber
was then purged with nitrogen for 30 seconds, at which point CO2 and atmospheric H2O
levels reached the baseline defined in the background spectrum. Once the environmental
chamber reached equilibrium, a series scan was initiated. The first 30 s were collected in
the absence of UV irradiation to serve as a baseline for the neat, unreacted sample, after
which the UV light source was activated, and samples were irradiated for 300 s.
3.2.2 Analysis of Degradation Products
Photocurable resins made with PETMP were prepared as described in Chapter
3.1.3, dispensed between two glass slides separated by 500 μm spacers and photocured at
200 mW cm-2 for 5 s per side to form a free-standing polymeric disc. The resultant discs
were photodegraded at an intensity of 400 mw cm-2 under ambient conditions and the
viscous liquid degradation products were collected for analysis. The photodegradation
process was recorded on video for comparison. The collected degradation products were
purified via flash chromatography (0% → 100% EtOAc in hexanes, silica support) for
NMR analysis.

15

Chapter IV. Results

Figure 6: 1H NMR analysis of polymer network made from PETMP and bis-allyl 4methoxybenzaldehyde confirming degradation via acetal ß-scission.

Isolation of the degradation products from polymer networks and analysis via NMR
spectroscopy confirms that radical acetal ß-scission is the primary mode of degradation in
the poly(thioether acetal) networks studied. The 1H NMR of the isolated degradation
products from networks of PETMP with the methoxy acetal is shown in Figure 6. The
other substituents in the series exhibit similar spectra, differing only in the shifts of the
aromatic protons based on the electronics of the para-substituent, therefore the spectrum
from the methoxy substituent is presented as a representative spectrum for the series. All
integrations were within error, at +/- 10% of their calculated values, indicating that the
predominant product analyzed was, in fact, the proposed degradation product. The
aromatic shifts at δ = 6.92, 7.97 indicate the aromatic components of the degradation
16

byproduct to be almost exclusively benzoate ester. Additionally, the lack of appreciable
hydroxyl peaks coupled with the presence and proper integration of the primary alkyl triplet
at δ = 0.97 indicate that hydrolysis or acetal photodecaging had no significant role in the
photodegradation process.
Series spectra collected

from

studies
monomer,

RT-FTIR

using

pure

1-dodecane-

thiol, and Darocur 1173
exhibited complete cure
and

subsequent

induced

photo-

ß-scission

for

each monomer. A peak
area ratio between the
complete aliphatic C-H

Figure 7: Extracted t = 0 and t = 300 s spectra from series scans of
bis-allyl 4-methoxybenzylidene acetal resins with 1-dodecanethiol.
The regions of interest outlined in red are used for all graphs and
analysis from FT-IR data presented.

stretch region of the spectra centered at ~2910 cm-1 and the ß-scission byproduct ester
centered at 1722 cm-1 was tracked over the complete time of the experiment. Alkene
conversion was monitored using the peak centered at 3080 cm-1. Due to its low molar
absorptivity relative to other components of the resin, the thiol S-H peak could not be
reliably tracked in all systems, therefore only the alkene conversion is reported. A
representative FT-IR spectrum indicating the regions of interest is shown in Figure 7. The
thiol-ene reaction for the small molecule model systems went to quantitative conversion in
a just a few seconds (Figure 8A). It is important to note the that thiol-ene reaction is
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significantly faster than the acetal ß-scission reaction, allowing for orthogonal cure and
degradation of polymer samples. The relative rates and degrees of acetal ß-scission
between each monomer in the library are shown in Figure 8B. As hypothesized, the
monomer library mostly adhered to a Hammett-like relationship. Unexpectedly, the
halogen series exhibited a much faster rate than predicted in small ß-scission than the
unsubstituted benzaldehyde-based monomer. However, the halogen series and the nonhalogen series each followed a Hammett-like relationship separately (Figures 8C and 8D).

A)

B)

C)

D)

Figure 8: A) Alkene conversion from RT-FTIR, B) Ratio of benzoate ester carbonyl peak to aliphatic
C-H peak for all substituents, C) ratio for halogens only, and D) ratio for non-halogens only
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The relative rates of the onset degradation were assessed by applying a linear fit to
the data points captured in the first 30 seconds after the irradiation of UV light on the
sample (Figure 9). The slope of each fit was extracted and taken to be the relative rate of
change (Table 2).25 Once again, a Hammett relation among these relative rates is only
Table 2. Observed relative rates

Calculated Literature
σp
σp
-0.26447
-0.268

Substituent

Slope

Log(k/k0)

Methoxy

0.00051

0.20242

Methyl

0.00044

0.138303

-0.1807

-0.17

Fluoro

0.00039

0.085915

-0.11225

0.062

Benz

0.00032

0

0

0.00

Chloro

0.00029

-0.04275

0.055857

0.227

Bromo

0.00027

-0.07379

0.096405

0.232

Cyano

0.00010

-0.50515

0.659999

0.66

Figure 9: Linear fits of ß-scission rates from first 30 s of irradiation
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observed among non-Halogen substituents, as indicated by the green portions of the table.
Given the nonlinearity of the halogen substituent effects, the Hammett Equation (Eq. 1)
was solved only for the non-halogen substituents using the Solver function in excel to
minimize the sum of residuals of the difference between the literature reported σp and our
calculated σp for a given ρ by systematically changing the value of ρ. The final calculated
reaction constant is ρ = -0.7654, confirming that the plot of this reaction is quantifiably
negative, supported by the observed rate acceleration for electron-withdrawing
substituents. This data was then fitted to a Hammett plot (Figure 10) by plotting the data
in y=m*x+b form, where y = log(k/k0), x = σp, and m = ρ.
0.3

-OCH3
-CH3

0.2

0.1

-H

0

log(k/k0)

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

-0.1

-0.2

y = -0.7654x - 7E-18
R² = 1

-0.3

-0.4

-CN

-0.5

-0.6

σ

Figure 10: Hammett plot of non-halogen substituents
𝒌

𝐥𝐨𝐠 (𝒌 ) = 𝝈𝝆
𝟎

Eq. 1

Figure 11 shows the images of polymer networks synthesized from the acetal
monomers with various substituents with PETMP as the multifunctional thiol. When
exposed to UV light after the initial cure, the acetal monomer library behaved in a similar
fashion to the small molecule systems used in the FT-IR studies with two notable
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exceptions. Unexpectedly, the networks made from methyl-substituted monomer did not
exhibit rapid degradation, as the RT-FTIR data indicated. However, the discs did exhibit
appreciable flow when irradiated, despite the bulk of the sample remaining intact. This
observation indicates a possible UV-vis spectral overlap of the monomer and the Darocur
1173 photoinitiator, where the monomer would compete with absorption of light at the
excitation wavelength.

Further studies may be conducted to elucidate the UV-Vis

absorbance of each monomer to provide a better understanding of this unexpected
phenomenon. Additionally, networks comprised of the fluoro-substituted monomers
degraded slower than networks comprised of unsubstituted monomer. This reversal in
trend from the RT-FTIR studies follows the expected Hammett-like behavior, with the
more electron withdrawing fluorine substituent retarding the radical degradation versus the
corresponding unsubstituted system.

Figure 11: Images of visual observation of photodegradation at 0, 1, and 5 minutes of irradiation per
sample.
Table 3. Time to first drop for PETMP/acetal networks.

Monomer Methoxy
Time to
18 s
first drop

Methyl

Benz

Fluoro

Chloro

Bromo

Cyano

15 min

24 s

66 s

280 s

N/A

N/A
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Chapter V. Conclusions
A series of bis-allyl acetals was derived from their corresponding para-substituted
benzaldehyde derivatives and incorporated into poly(thioether acetal) photopolymer
networks capable of undergoing rapid, photoinduced degradation via radical acetal ßscission. Through FT-IR and visual observational studies, we found that the electronic
character of substituents on para-substituted benzylidene acetal monomers has a clear
effect on the ß-scission degradation rates of poly(thioester acetal) networks. The rates
corresponding to each monomer exhibited Hammett-like behavior with regards to each
substituent. In FT-IR studies, we discovered that the halogen series showed faster ßscission rates than expected. Halogen and non-halogen series were analyzed separately as
a result, and each showed the predicted Hammett-like behavior. In visual studies, we
observed adherence to the Hammett relationship with the exception of the methylsubstituted monomer. Throughout the course of this research, monomer synthesis
procedures, operating protocols for FT-IR, and data analysis processes were established
to provide guidance on the design of degradable networks. Based on this research,
degradable thiol-ene networks can be formulated to induce photo-degradation with
predictable degradation rates to inform the design of degradable thermosets.
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